
Important Information Before You Ride: 

Always check to make sure the trails are open. Sometimes trails are closed for 

things like wet conditions, hunting, or maintenance. Verify before you go. 

There can be some confusion as to what portions of a trail may be open to motorcycles. For 

example, the Oconto Country trail system does not allow motorcycles. However, the 

portions of the system that are in the National Forest do permit motorcycle use as USFS 

rules apply. Signage may not be clear in a case like this. 

Some trails are open to dual sport motorcycles but not unlicensed OHM. 

Some trails are open to motorcycles generally, but have short signed segments closed to 

motorcycles that interrupt using the entire trail. Marinette County is an example of where 

this is in place. 

Generally, motorized trails in the National Forests are open to dual sport motorcycle use. 

Unlicensed OHM may be restricted where the trail joins a road where they may be 

prohibited. 

USFS Motor Vehicle Use Maps (MVUM) describe what forest paths are open to motorized 

travel during what dates. These can be found on the web page for the particular forest you 

are interested in. 

Some counties open their forest roads to motorized travel. This will allow licensed dual sport 

motorcycles but may not allow unlicensed OHM. 

Some ATV trails may allow licensed dual sport motorcycle use on their trails but not allow 

unlicensed OHMs. 

Sometimes the rules change at the county line. When riding trails, make sure you know 

where you are and that you don't stray onto trails that are not open to motorcycles. 

Some counties require that you purchase a county permit to use their trails (Clark and 

Jackson as an example). 

The point of all of this is that you must carefully check to be sure you are allowed on a 

particular trail with your conveyance and that the trail is otherwise open. 

It is very difficult to keep the sources listed above current, so don't accept that everything 

that is included there as being absolutely correct or current. A quick check of the web site or 

a phone call to the trail managers can verify what you need to know. 

Eventually we will have a sticker program for motorcycles and trail use. This will lead to a 

more clearly defined catalog of riding opportunities.  


